Abstract. The decompositions of the Fock and Basic modules of the affine Lie algebraŝl N into irreducible submodules of the Yangian algebra Y (gl N ) are constructed. Each of the irreducible submodules admits the unique up to normalization eigenbasis of the maximal commutative subalgebra of the Yangian. The elements of this eigenbasis are identified with specializations of Macdonald symmetric functions where both parameters of these functions approach an N th primitive root of unity.
Introduction
In 1992 Ha, Haldane, Talstra, Bernard and Pasquier [12] discovered that each of the level-1 irreducible highest weight modules of the affine Lie algebraŝl 2 admits an action of the Yangian Y (gl 2 ). Since that time there have been a number of further works devoted to this subject. Notably in [2] and [3] the decomposition of the irreducible highest weight modules ofŝl 2 under the action of the Yangian was constructed and used to derive a new class of character formulas for these modules. These results were generalized to the case ofŝl N in the works [22] , [4] .
In the present article we consider one particular aspect of this intriguing and still not completely understood subject. Namely, we give the explicit construction of the so called GelfandZetlin bases in the irreducible submodules of the Yangian action on level-1 integrable highest weight modules ofŝl N .
The Yangian algebra Y (gl N ) comes equipped with a distinguished maximal commutative subalgebra, A(gl N ), which is sometimes called the Gelfand-Zetlin algebra of Y (gl N ). A finitedimensional irreducible Yangian module is called tame if A(gl N ) acts on this module semisimply. The study of tame Yangian modules was initiated by Cherednik in [5] and continued by Nazarov and Tarasov [19] who, in particular, gave a classification of tame modules and an explicit construction for any given tame module of Y (gl N ). By definition a tame Y (gl N )-module admits an eigenbasis of the commutative algebra A(gl N ). Moreover, one of the results of [19] is that such an eigenbasis is unique up to normalization of its elements. In this way each tame Y (gl N )-module is equipped with a canonical basis, called the Yangian Gelfand-Zetlin basis of this module.
First, we consider the Fock space module of the affine Lie algebraŝl N [13, 14] . We show, that the Fock space admits a one-parameter family of Y (gl N )-actions. At generic values of the parameter the decomposition of the Fock space into Yangian submodules is irreducible, and each of the components of this decomposition is tame. Moreover, each of these components is isomorphic to a tensor product of the so-called fundamental Y (gl N )-modules. The union of the Yangian Gelfand-Zetlin bases of the irreducible Yangian submodules gives a certain basis of the Fock space, and the main problem which we deal with in this paper is to give a detailed description of this basis.
It is well-known [13, 14] , that the Fock space module ofŝl N can be realized as the linear space of symmetic functions [17] . This realization is often referred to as the principal bosonization of the Fock space. The union of the Yangian Gelfand-Zetlin bases gives rise to a basis in the space of symmetric functions, and the natural question we ask is which symmetric functions are elements of this basis.
The answer is provided in terms of the Macdonald symmetric functions [17] . A Macdonald symmetric function depends on two parameters q and t. When both q and t approach an N th primitive root of unity in a controlled way, the Macdonald symmetric function degenerates into what we call the Jack(gl N ) symmetric function. This symmetic function depends on one parameter and may be regarded as an analogue of the Jack symmetric function to which it reduces when N = 1.
The basis of the Jack(gl N ) symmetric functions labelled by all partitions is precisely the union of the Yangian Gelfand-Zetlin bases associated with the decomposition of the Fock space into Y (gl N )-submodules. Each partition is uniquely determined by the coordinate configuration and spin configuration associated with this partition. The set of all coordinate configurations labels irreducible components of the Yangian action, and the set of all partitions with a fixed coordinate configuration labels the Yangian Gelfand-Zetlin basis of the Yangian submodule which corresponds to this coordinate configuration.
Next, we consider the basic module of the affine Lie algebraŝl N . This module is realized as a certain subspace of the Fock space [13, 14] . When the parameter of the Yangian action on the Fock space is fixed to an appropriate non-generic value, this action can be restricted onto the basic module. We would like to emphasize that it is not clear to us whether this Yangian action coincides with that of [22] apart from the case N = 2.
The decomposition of the basic module relative to the Yangian action is again irreducible and each of the irreducible components is tame. The union of the Yangian Gelfand-Zetlin bases is now identified with the set of all Jack(gl N ) symmetric functions labelled by the N -regular partitions. Moreover the parameter in these symmetric functions is fixed in a certain way.
The irreducible components of the Yangian action on the basic module can be labelled by the ribbon skew Young diagrams, this labelling was proposed in the paper [15] . We point out which N -regular partitions parameterize the Yangian Gelfand-Zetlin basis in a Yangian submodule that corresponds to a given ribbon diagram and compute the associated Drinfeld polynomials. The obtained decomposition of the basic module into irreducible Yangian submodules agrees with the conjecture made in the work [15] .
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The Spin Sutherland Model
We consider the spin generalization of the Sutherland Model [23] which was proposed in [7] and [1] . This Model describes n quantum particles with coordinates y 1 , . . . , y n moving along a circle of length L (0 ≤ y i ≤ L). Each particle carries a spin with N possible values, and the dynamics of the Model are governed by the Hamiltonian
(2.1)
In this Hamiltonian the symbol P ij stands for the spin exchange operator for particles i and j, and the β is the coupling constant. We will take the β to be a positive real number. The expression (2.1) is only a formal one. To define it as an operator acting on a Hilbert space it is convenient to make a gauge transformation of (2.1) by taking W = 1≤i<j≤n sin π L (y i −y j ) and defining the gauge-transformed Hamiltonian H β,N by
If we set z j = exp( 2πi L y j ), then H β,N assumes the form
12 , where we defined: D i = z i ∂/∂z i and θ ij = z i /(z i − z j ). The gauge-transformed Hamiltonian H β,N acts on the linear space
⊗n antisymm (2.4) where antisymm stands for the total antisymmetrization. In what follows we will always be working with the gauge-transformed Hamiltonian rather than with the Hamiltonian (2.1), and will regard the F N,n as the space of quantum states of the Spin Sutherland Model. Now let us give a complete description of the space of states F N,n , and introduce on this space a scalar product.
Preliminary remarks and notations.
Let N be a positive integer, it will have the meaning of the number of spin degrees of freedom of each particle in the Spin Sutherland Model. For any integer k define the unique k ∈ {1, . . . , N } and the unique k ∈ Z by setting k = k − N k. And for a k = (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n ) ∈ Z n set k = (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n ), k = (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n ). For any sequence k = (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n ) ∈ Z n let |k| be the weight: |k| = k 1 + k 2 + · · · + k n , and define the partial ordering ( the natural or the dominance ordering [17] ) on Z n by setting for any two distinct k, l ∈ Z n : k > l (2.5)
iff |k| = |l|, and k 1 + · · · + k i ≥ l 1 + · · · + l i for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
For r ∈ N let L (r)
n be a subset of Z n defined as
In particular the L (n)
n is the set of non-increasing sequences of n integers and the L (1) n is the set of strictly decreasing sequences, i.e. such k = (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n ) ∈ Z n that k i > k i+1 . Let n ] ⊗ (V ⊗n ) we will use the convention of multi-indices:
2 · · · z tn n , t = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ) ∈ Z n ; (2.7) v(a) = v a1 ⊗ v a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ v an , a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) ∈ {1, . . . , N } n ; (2.8)
2.2. The space of states F N,n and its wedge basis. Let K ij be the permutation operator for variables z i and z j in C[z ±1 1 , . . . , z
±1
n ] ( the operator of coordinate permutation ), and let P ij be the operator exchanging ith and jth factors in the tensor product V ⊗n ( the operator of spin permutation ).
Let A n be the antisymmetrization operator in V (z) ⊗n : 10) where S n is the symmetric group of order n. We will use the notationû k = u k1 ∧ u k2 ∧ · · · ∧ u kn for a vector of the form (2.10), and will call such a vector a wedge. A wedgeû k is normally ordered if and only if k ∈ L
(1)
⊗n . Then F N,n is spanned by wedges and the normally ordered wedges form a basis in F N,n . Equivalently the vector space F N,n is defined as the linear span of all
This is the meaning of the total antisymmetrization in the equation (2.4).
Scalar product.
Here we define a scalar product on the space of states F N,n . Our definition has three steps. First we define scalar products on the vector spaces V ⊗n and
n ] separately. Then we define a scalar product on the tensor product
. Finally we define a scalar product on F N,n considered as a subspace of V (z)
⊗n . On V ⊗n define a sesquilinear, i.e., C-anti-linear in the first argument and C-linear in the second argument, scalar product ( · , · ) N by requiring that monomials in V ⊗n be orthonormal:
, and let f (z) be the Laurent polynomial with complex conjugated coefficients. For a non-negative real number δ and w 1 , . . . , w n ∈ C define the weight function ∆(w; δ) as follows
This weight function is obviously a symmetric Laurent polynomial when δ is a non-negative integer.
where the integrations are taken over the unit circle in the complex plane.
On the linear space
as the composition of the scalar products (2.14) and (2.12), i.e. for f (z), 15) and extend the definition on all vectors by requiring that ( · , · ) ′ δ,N be sesquilinear. Finally, on the subspace F N,n ⊂ V (z) ⊗n a scalar product ( · , · ) δ,N is defined as the restriction of the scalar product ( · , · ) ′ δ,N . Note, that the normally ordered wedges form an orthonormal basis of F N,n relative to this scalar product when δ = 0, i.e. we have
3. The spectrum and an eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian H β,N
In this section we compute the eigenvalue spectrum of the Hamiltonian (2.3) and describe the corresponding eigenbasis of F N,n . First of all we observe, that on the space F N,n we may, as implied by (2.11), replace the spin permutation operators P ij that appear in (2.3) with the operators −K ij . This gives
where the equality is understood as that of operators acting on F N,n . Notice that the right-hand side of this equality commutes with all coordinate permutation operators
We wish to compute the action of the Hamiltonian H β,N on the normally ordered wedgeû k = u k1 ∧ u k2 ∧ · · · ∧ u kn = A n (u k ). Since K ij commute with the H K β,N , the last operator commutes with the A n , and we have
The action of the H K β,N on the u k is easy to compute, for the H K β,N acts non-trivially only on the first factor in u k = z k ⊗ v(k). The computation gives
where 4) and
Normally ordering the wedges in the right-hand side of (3.3) we find from (3.5) that 6) with certain real coefficients h . Now recall from [17] that for a positive β we have:
n there is a unique eigenvector Ψ 
Note that for any integer M the wedge
is an eigenvector of the Hamiltonian H β,N as implied by either (3.7) or (3.3, 3.5). We will call any vector of the form (3.8) a vacuum vector.
From the above proposition we see that {Ψ
n } is a basis of the space of states
n } is. The spectrum of the Hamiltonian is highly degenerate because the eigenvalue E(k) β,N depends only on k. This means that there are other eigenbases of the H β,N . The eigenbasis {Ψ (β,N ) k } is not orthogonal relative to the scalar product ( · , · ) β,N , and one of our tasks will be to construct an orthogonal eigenbasis by using the Yangian symmetry of the Spin Sutherland Model. In this construction the basis {Ψ (β,N ) k } will appear in a supplementary role, and the triangularity with respect to the dominance order of its expansion in terms of the normally ordered wedges expressed by Proposition 3.1 (i),(ii) will be important.
The Cherednik-Dunkl operators
There is an intimate relationship between the gauge-transformed Hamiltonian H β,N and the representation of the degenerate affine Hecke algebra given by the Cherednik-Dunkl operators and the operators of coordinate permutation.
The degenerate affine Hecke algebra of the type gl n , H ′ , is the unital associative algebra over C with generators
and the following relations
3)
The subalgebra of H ′ generated by the elements s i , s
is isomorphic to the symmetric group S n . Note also that the map
extends to an automorphism of the algebra H ′ . Let us recall, that the Cherednik-Dunkl operators [6] are defined as follows
These operators act on C[z ±1 1 , . . . , z
±1
n ] and together with the operators of the coordinate permutations K ij give a representation of the degenerate affine Hecke algebra. This representation is defined by the assignment
Note that the space C[z ±1 1 , . . . , z
n ] with the above action is simultaneosly left and right module of H ′ as implied by the defining relations (4.2)-(4.4). The relation between the gauge-transformed Hamiltonian and the Cherednik-Dunkl operators is expressed by (3.1) and the equality [6] 
The following proposition is obtained by a straightforward computation. Let us make explicit in our notations the dependence of the Cherednik-Dunkl operators on the number of variables z 1 , . . . , z n . We will write d i (β) (n) for the operator d i (β) (4.6). For m < n there is a natural action of the
n ] which is non-trivial only with respect to the first m variables. Lemma 4.3. Let the sequence t = (t 1 , . . . , t n ) ∈ Z n be such that t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m < t m+1 = t m+2 = · · · = t n for some 1 ≤ m < n. With these notations let L(m, n, t n ) be the linear span of monomials z r = z r1 1 · · · z rn n such that r i ≤ t n for all i = 1, . . . , n, and
(n) leave L(m, n, t n ) invariant and, moreover, the following identities hold
4.1. Non-symmetric Jack polynomials. For any t ∈ Z n let t + denote the element of the set L (n) n (2.6) obtained by arranging parts of t in non-increasing order. The following proposition summarizes results of the papers [20] and [16] which we use in this article. (ii) The Laurent polynomials E 
where f i (t; β) = β −1 t i + n − ρ i (t), (4.13) and
(iv) The action of the operators of coordinate permutation in the basis {E (β) t (z)} is given by the following formulas
where for a given t = (t 1 , . . . , t n ) the (i, i + 1)t stands for the t where the elements t i and t i+1 are exchanged, and
The Yangian
With the paper [19] as our primary source we review several known facts about the Yangian of the Lie algebra gl N . This is a complex associative unital algebra Y (gl N ) with the set of generators T 
and are
Let E ab ∈ End(C N ) be the standard matrix units. Sometimes it is convenient to combine all the series T ab (u) into the single element
This element is invertible in the algebra End(
Let h ∈ C, and let f (u) be a formal series from
Proposition 5.1. Each of the maps
determines an automorphism of the algebra Y (gl N ).
Due to the defining relations (5.2) every sequence of distinct indices l = (l 1 , . . . , l M ) where 1 ≤ l a ≤ M + N, determines an embedding of algebras
The embedding φ l with l = (1, . . . , M ) is called standard. For m = 1, . . . , N define the series 8) and set A 0 (u) = 1. The series A N (u) is called the quantum determinant of the Yangian. The following proposition is well-known. A detailed proof can be found in [18] . Consider the ascending chain of algebras
determined by the standard embeddings. Denote by A(gl N ) the subalgebra of Y (gl N ) generated by the centers of all algebras in (5.9); this subalgebra is clearly commutative. By Proposition 5.2 the coefficients of the series A 1 (u), . . . , A N (u) generate the subalgebra A(gl N ). It is proven by I.Cherednik [5] , that the subalgebra A(gl N ) is a maximal commutative. However we will not use this fact in what follows. 
for certain monic polynomials P 1 (u), . . . , P N −1 (u) with coefficients in C. 
Denote by σ W the irreducible Y (gl N )-module obtained from W by the pullback through the automorphism σ N . Let σ P 1 (u), . . . , σ P N −1 (u) be the Drinfeld polynomials of the module σ W. [5] and [19] . Here we recall some elements of this construction. Let E ab with a, b = 1, . . . , N be generators of the Lie algebra gl N . The universal enveloping algebra U (gl N ) is embedded into Y (gl N ) as a subalgebra by the map E ba → T (1) ab . Moreover there is a homomorphism 
commutes with the subalgebra
Let M ≥ 0. Consider a pair of partitions λ ⊃ µ such that λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ M+N ) and µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ M ). Let V λ be the irreducible gl M+N -module with the highest weight λ, and let V λ,µ be the subspace of V λ spanned by all highest weight vectors of gl M with the weight µ, where U (gl M ) is realized inside U (gl M+N ) by the standard embedding. Due to Proposition 5.5 the V λ,µ is a Y (gl N )-module. Nazarov and Tarasov [19] proved that this module is tame, and determined its Drinfeld polynomials. To describe these Drinfeld polynomials it is convenient to represent the pair of partitions λ, µ by the skew Young diagram of the shape λ/µ. This diagram is the set
In this definition we do not distinguish between partitions that differ by zeroes. We employ the usual graphic representation of a skew Young diagram: a point (i, j) ∈ Z 2 is represented by a unit square on the plane R 2 with the centre (i, j), the coordinates i and j increase downward and from left to right respectively. The content of a square (i, j) is the difference j − i. For an irreducible Y (gl N )-module W, and h ∈ C denote by W (h) the pullback of W trough the automorphism ξ(h). Clearly the module W (h) is irreducible and its Drinfeld polynomials are obtained from the Drinfeld polynomials of the W by shifting all roots by −h.
The Yangian is a Hopf algebra [10] . In particular it has the coproduct ∆ :
⊗2 defined by the map 16) where the tensor product is taken over
Remark By abuse of terminology we will sometimes call the module V (1 p ) (h), (h ∈ C) a fundamental module as well.
To finish our review of the Yangian algebra, we will quote the theorem, due to Nazarov and Tarasov, which gives classification of the tame modules, and an explicit construction for every tame module of Y (gl N ).
The following three conditions are equivalent.
The action of the subalgebra A(gl N ) on the module W is diagonalizable.
Eigenbases of the algebra A(gl N ) in tensor products of fundamental modules
In this section we will consider tensor products of fundamental modules of the form
where p s ∈ {1, . . . , N } and h (s) ∈ R. We will see, that if the numbers h (1) , . . . , h (r) satisfy certain conditions, this module admits a unique up to normalization eigenbasis of the subalgebra A(gl N ), and the eigenvalue spectrum of this subalgebra is simple. Our main goal will be to deduce a certain triangularity property for the elements of this eigenbasis.
Let V = C N be the vector module of gl N . Let E ab ∈ End(V ) be the matrix unit. It acts on the basis v 1 , . . . , v N by E ab v c = δ bc v a . Let f ∈ R and define the Yangian homomorphism
For a sequence of real numbers f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) we denote by π(f ) the tensor product of the homomorphisms (6.2):
With the numbers p 1 , . . . , p r introduced in (6.1) set q 0 = 0 and for each s = 1, . . . , r define the unique q s by p s = q s − q s−1 .
For a pair (i, j) such that 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n define the partial antisymmetrization operator A (i,j) ∈ End(V ⊗n ) by setting for each a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ {1, . . . , N } n :
Denote the sequence (p 1 , . . . , p r ) by p and let n = p 1 + · · · + p r . Let the subspace (V ⊗n ) p be the image in V ⊗n of the operator
The subspace (V ⊗n ) p is obviously isomorphic to the tensor product (6.1) as a gl N -module. Furthermore, suppose the sequence f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) satisfies the condition
For each s = 1, . . . , r define h (s) = f 1+qs−1 .
Proof. The standard fusion procedure gives the required statement.
Define the set T p labelled by the sequence p as follows
then the set
is a basis of (V ⊗n ) p . Let now the sequence f satisfy the condition (C1) and the condition
The conditions (C1) and (C2) imply
A proof of the following proposition is contained in [27] Appendix A.
Proposition 6.2. (i) In the module (V ⊗n ) there is a unique up to normalization of eigenvectors eigenbasis of the commutative algebra
The expansion of this eigenbasis in the basis {ϕ(a)} is lower unitriangular. Which means that we have
with certain real coefficients c(a, b).
(iii) The eigenvalues of the algebra π(f )∆ (n) A(gl N ) are given by the formula
where
(iv) The N -tuples of rational functions in the variable u: A 1 (u; f ; a), . . . , A N (u; f ; a) are distinct for distinct a ∈ T p . In other words the spectrum of the
In the expression for the eigenvalue A m (u; f ; a) above we used the convention that for a statement P, δ(P ) = 1 if P is true, and δ(P ) = 0 otherwise.
The action of the Yangian on the space of states of the Spin Sutherland Model
In this section we will define an action of the Yangian Y (gl N ) on the space of states F N,n of the Spin Sutherland Model. This action is constructed by using the Drinfeld correspondence [9] between right modules of the degenerate affine Hecke algebra H ′ and left modules of the algebra Y (gl N ). We will also find the decompositon of the space of states F N,n into invariant subspaces of this action.
7.1. The Drinfeld correspondence. Let M be a right module of the degenerate affine Hecke algebra
Here the E ab is the matrix unit in End(V ). Let u be a formal variable, and define the L-operator
where the denominator (u − δ i ) −1 is to be expanded into a series in u −1 . The symmetric group S n acts from the left on the tensor product V ⊗n by the permutation of factors. The S n also acts from the right on the module M as the subalgebra of H ′ . The following theorem is due to Drinfeld [9] .
Theorem 7.1. The coefficients of the following series leave the space
The assignment
Let us apply the Drinfeld correspondence to the
n ] where the action of the degenerate affine Hecke algebra is given by the assignments (cf. (4.5))
Note that we may regard the above action as either left or right due to the special structure of the defining relations of the algebra H ′ . Due to the definition (2.11) of the space F N,n we have
In view of Theorem 7.1 the left action of the Yangian Y (gl N ) on the space F N,n is defined. We will denote this action by Y (gl N ; β), and the corresponding matrix of the generators by T ab (u; β).
7.2.
Some properties of the Yangian action Y (gl N ; β). Let us denote by A(gl N ; β) the commutative subalgebra in End(F N,n ) defined by the maximal commutative subalgebra
and hence the Hamiltonian H β,N (2.3) is an element in A(gl N ; β), and commutes with Y (gl N ; β).
In other words the Y (gl N ; β) is the Yangian symmetry of the Spin Sutherland Model [1] .
For an operator B acting on F N,n let B * be its adjoint relative to the scalar product ( · , · ) β,N and for a series B(u) with operator-valued coefficients we will use B(u)
* to denote the series whose coefficients are adjoints of coefficients of the series B(u).
The following proposition is proven in [25] .
The decomposition of the space of states into irreducible Yangian submodules.
Our aim now is to describe the decomposition of the space of states F N,n into irreducible Yangian submodules with respect to the action Y (gl N ; β). Let s = (s 1 , . . . , s n ) be an element of the set L (N ) n (2.6), and let r be the number of distinct elements in sequence s. With this s we associate: the sequence of integers q 0 = 0, q 1 , . . . , q r−1 , q r = n uniquely defined by the condition s qj > s qj +1 (j = 1, 2, . . . , r − 1); and the sequence of integers p(s) = (p 1 , . . . , p r ) defined by p j = q j − q j−1 (j = 1, 2, . . . , r). Compare these definitions with those made in Section 6. Clearly we have 1 ≤ p j ≤ N and
, where the f i (s; β) is the eigenvalue of the Cherednik-Dunkl operator (4.13) on the non-symmetric Jack polynomial E (β) s . Note that the sequence f (s) satisfies the condition (C1) of Section 6. In view of this, and Proposition 6.1, the space (
The following theorem is proven in [25] Theorem 7.3. Consider the space of states F N,n as the Yangian module with the action Y (gl N ; β). We have
The isomorphism between (V ⊗n ) p(s) and F s is explicitly given by the operator U (s; β) :
where the sum is taken over all distinct rearrangements t of s, and R (β) t ∈ End(V ⊗n ) is defined by the recursive realtions:
HereŘ ii+1 (u) = u −1 +P ii+1 and (i, i+1)t denotes the element of Z n obtained by interchanging t i and t i+1 in t = (t 1 , . . . , t n ).
With notations of Section 6, for each a ∈ T p(s) define
Observe now that, since β is a positive real number, the condition (C2) of Section 6 is satisfied by the sequence f (s). Proposition 6.2 and Theorem 7.3 imply the following
} is the unique up to normalization of eigenvectors eigenbasis of the commutative algebra A(gl N ; β) in the module F s .
(ii) The expansion of this eigenbasis in the basis {Φ (β) (s, a)} is lower unitriangular. Which means that we have
(iii) The eigenvalues of the algebra A(gl N ; β) are given by the formula
(iv) The N -tuples of rational functions in the variable u:
7.4. The eigenbasis of the commtative algebra A(gl N ; β). We will now describe properties of the eigenbasis
n , a ∈ T p(s) } in some detail. Our main goal is to establish the unitriangularity of the expansion of the elements of this basis in the basis of normally ordered wedges.
For any pair (s = (
n , a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ T p(s) ) and each i = 1, . . . , n define k i = a n−i+1 − N s n−i+1 . It is easy to see that the sequence k = (k 1 , . . . , k n ) is an element of the set L (1) n (cf. (2.6)). Moreover we have (cf. Section 2.1) k = (a n , a n−1 , . . . , a 1 ) and k = (s n , s n−1 , . . . , s 1 ). The described correspondence between the set of all pairs (s ∈ L (N ) n , a ∈ T p(s) ) and the set L (1) n is one-to-one, therefore we may label the elements of the bases {Φ (β) (s, a)} and {X (β) (s, a)} by sequences from L
n . Let us define
Recall that in Proposition 3.1 we introduced the eigenbasis {Ψ
n } of the Hamiltonian H β,N . Lemma 7.5. We have the equality (−1)
Proof. Using the expression (7.6) for the operator U (s; β) we have
where t ∼ s means that t belongs to the set of all distinct rearrangements of the sequence s.
In view of the triangularity (4.11) of the non-symmetric Jack polynomial E (β)
t (z) we may split the E (β) t (z) with t ∼ s as follows The vector Φ (β) (s, a) belongs to the subspace
. Therefore both of the vectors
also belong to this subspace since monomials z r which appear in the decomposition of the E (β)
′′ as implied by (7.16).
Taking into account the triangularity of the non-symmetric Jack polynomial E (β) t (z), and the equality R (β) s = 1, we may write
Since the expression above is a vector in F N,n , by using the definition of the vector ϕ(a) given in (6.6) we obtain
where A n (2.10) is the operator of the total antisymmetrization in the space
The expansion of the vector
contains only monomials z r such that r + < s. Therefore the expansion of the (7.20) in the basis of normally ordered wedges {û l | l ∈ L
n } contains onlyû l such that l > k. Taking this, and (7.19) into account we have (−1)
The vector Φ (β) (s, a) is an eigenvector of the quantum determinant A N (u; β) as implied by the equations (4.13), (7.4) and (7.14). Hence it is an eigenvector of the Hamiltonian H β,N .
However according to Proposition 3.1(i) an eigenvector of the Hamiltonian H β,N with the expansion (7.21) 
n } is unique and equals to Ψ 
n } is the unique up to normalization eigenbasis of the commutative algebra A(gl N ; β) in the space F N,n . Theorem 7.6.
(i) The transition matrix between the bases {X
n } is upper unitriangular. Which means that we have
n . In other words the spectrum of the commutative algebra A(gl N ; β) is simple.
Proof. (i) Lemma 7.5 and Proposition 7.4(ii) give
Observe that l = k and l < k imply l < k. The transition matrix between the bases {Ψ
n } is upper unitriangular by Proposition 3.1(ii). Hence (7.24) leads to (i).
(ii) Follows immediately from Proposition 7.4(iii) and the explicit expressions for the eigenvalues of the Cherednik-Dunkl operators given by (4.13).
(iii) Proposition 7.4(iv) shows that the sets of the eigenvalues A 1 (u; β; k), . . . , A N (u; β; k) are distinct for distinct k which have equal k. In other words eigenvalues of the commutative algebra A(gl N ; β) separate eigenvectors that belong to the same irreducible component of the Yangian action Y (gl N ; β). We will prove that eigenvalues of the quantum determinant A N (u; β) separate between these irreducible components. Eigenvalue A N (u; β; k) depends only on k and is a rational function of the form P (u + 1)/P (u) where P (u) is a monic polynomial. Roots of this polynomial are 1 − i − β −1 k i , they are pairwise distinct due to the assumption that β is a positive real number. Hence the polynomial P (u) determines the sequence (k 1 , . . . , k n ) uniquely. This proves (iii).
(iv) Follows from (iii) and Proposition 7.2.
gives rise to an action of the Lie algebra gl N ⊂ Y (gl N ) on the space of states F N,n . The generators of this action are T (1) ab (β) (a, b = 1, . . . , N ). As a corollary to Theorem 7.6 we obtain
(ii) Elements of the basis {X 
Proof. In notations of Theorem 7.
Theorem 7.3 and Proposition 6.1 imply the required statements.
8. An isomorphism between the space of states of the Spin Sutherland Model and the space of symmetric Laurent polynomials
In this section we will introduce an isomorphism between the space of states of the Spin Sutherland Model and the space of symmetric Laurent polynomials. This isomorphism may be regarded as a finite-particle version of the well-known fermion-boson correspondence in the representation theory of infinite-dimensional Kac-Moody algebras [14] . We will determine the image of the eigenbasis of the commutative algebra A(gl N ; β) under this isomorphism. This image is a basis of the space of symmetric Laurent polynomials. A subset of this basis gives a basis of the space of symmetric polynomials which coincides with a degeneration of the basis of Macdonald polynomials [17] . This degeneration is described as follows. A Macdonald polynomial depends on two parameters q and t. Let ω N be an N th primitive root of unity, and let p be a parameter. Set q = ω N p, t = ω N p N β+1 and take the limit p → 1. In this limit a Macdonald polynomia! ! l degenerates into a polynomial which we call a Jack(gl N ) polynomial. When N = 1 this polynomial is just the usual Jack polynomial. The Jack(gl N ) polynomials were recently used to compute certain dynamical correlation functions in the Spin Sutherland Model [27]. We, however, will not consider this subject in the present article. 
Both ∇(b, N ) and ∆(b, N ) are symmetric Laurent polynomials since b is a positive integer.
We define two scalar products on the linear space L n by
Using f , g 0 as a shorthand notation for f , g 0,N we have
where we regard ∇(b, N ) as a multiplication operator on L n . Let A ± n be the subspace of skew-symmetric Laurent polynomials in L n . For each l = (l 1 , . . . , l n ) ∈ Z n define the antisymmetric monomialâ l as follows:
n } is a basis of A ± n . Let δ = (n−1, . . . , 0). The monomialâ δ is equal to the Vandermonde determinant i<j (x i − x j ). Let Λ ± n be the subspace of symmetric Laurent polynomials in L n . For each l = (l 1 , . . . , l n ) ∈ Z n define the symmetric Laurent polynomial s l by
n which contains only non-negative elements is obviously identified with a partition λ of length less or equal to n. For any such l the s l is a symmetric polynomial equal to the Schur polynomial s λ . Schur polynomials s λ where λ runs through all partitions of length less or equal to n form a basis in the space of symmetric polynomials Λ n .
8.2.
An isomorphism between the space of states of the Spin Sutherland Model and the space of symmetric Laurent polynomials. Now we define an isomorphism which maps the space of states F N,n into the space of symmetric Laurent polynomials Λ ± n . Let us fix the sequence o = (0, −1, . . . , −n+1). We will call this o the vacuum sequence . Recall the definition of the vacuum wedges in (3.8). We have the equalitieŝ
n . Define the isomorphism of linear spaces
The isomorphism Ω is a composition of the two isomorphisms ω * and ω * * defined by
so that Ω = ω * * ω * . Note that for anyâ ∈ A ± n we have
Lemma 8.1. Let P = P (z 1 , . . . , z n ) be a symmetric Laurent polynomial in the variables z 1 , . . . , z n . Regard P as a multiplicative operator on the space F N,n . For any f ∈ F N,n we have
Proof. The algebra of symmetric Laurent polynomials in the variables z 1 , . . . , z n is generated by the elements
Therefore it is sufficient to prove the equality (8.12) for P = p r . Since wedgesû k span the space F N,n we may assume f =û k . We have
This proves the required statement.
Recall the definition of the scalar product ( · , · ) β,N given in Section 2.3. This definition implies that for any f, g ∈ F N,n and b ∈ N we have the identity
where we regard the symmetric Laurent polynomial
as a multiplication operator on the space F N,n .
The basis of normally ordered wedges
n } is orthonormal relative to the scalar
n } is orthonormal relative to the scalar product · , · 0 . The definition of the isomorphism ω * now implies that for any f, g ∈ F N,n we have
(8.17)
We are ready now to formulate one of the important technical statements of this section.
Lemma 8.2. The isomorphism ω * is an isometry. Which means that for any f, g ∈ F N,n we have
Proof. Observe that ∆(z; b) is a symmetric Laurent polynomial. The following chain of identities gives the required result:
The following proposition is the main point of this section.
Proposition 8.3. The isomorphism Ω is an isometry. Which means that for any f, g ∈ F N,n we have
Proof. Definitions of the scalar products · , · b,N and · , · b,N along with the definition of the isomorphism ω * * immediately lead to For a square s ∈ λ arm-length a λ (s), leg-length l λ (s), arm-colength a ′ (s) and leg-colength l ′ (s) are defined as the number of squares in the diagram of λ to the east, south, west and north from s respectively. The content of a square s is c(s) = a ′ (s) − l ′ (s) and the hook-length is h λ (s) = a λ (s) + l λ (s) + 1. All partitions which we will encounter in this section have length less or equal to n.
For a partition λ a tableau T of shape λ [17] is a sequence of partitions:
is a horizontal strip. The sequence (|θ (1) |, . . . , |θ (r) |) is called the weight of T. The symmetric monomial associated with partition λ is an element of Λ n defined by
with the sum taken over all distinct rearrangements (α 1 , . . . , α n ) of λ. Symmetric monomials m λ where λ runs through all partitions of length less or equal to n form a basis of Λ n . The transition matrix between this basis and the basis of Schur polynomials is upper unitriangular. That is to say s λ has the expansion of the form
with suitable coefficients K λµ called Kostka numbers. Let q and t be parameters. For each partition of length ≤ n the Macdonald polynomial P λ (q, t) is an element of Λ n ⊗ C C(q, t) defined by the following expansion in the basis of symmetric monomials m λ
where the summation is over partitions of length ≤ n and the coefficients u λµ (q, t) are given by
summed over all tableaux of shape λ and weight µ. To describe the quantity ψ T (q, t), for partitions λ and µ such that µ ⊂ λ and λ/µ is a horizontal strip, let R µ denote the unique (possibly empty) row of µ which intersects λ/µ. Then
and b λ (s; q, t)
Symmetric monomials and Schur polynomials are obtained as specializations of P λ (q, t). We have
Another well-known specialization of P λ (q, t) is the Jack polynomial J (α) λ defined for a positive real α by
Let k be a non-negative integer number. Introduce the symmetric Laurent polynomial
And define on Λ n ⊗ C C(q) a scalar product by
(8.31) Polynomials P λ (q, q k ) are known to be pairwise orthogonal relative to this scalar product.
8.4. Jack(gl N ) polynomials. Here we will consider a certain specialization of Macdonald polynomials, other than the specializations we have mentioned above. Let ω N be an N th primitive root of unity. That is to say (ω N ) N = 1 and (ω N ) i = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , N − 1.
Definition 8.4. For any positive real γ the limit of the Macdonald polynomial P λ (q, t) defined by
is called the Jack(gl N ) polynomial.
Note that if we take N = 1 in this definition we get the usual Jack polynomial J summed over all tableaux of shape λ and weight µ. In the same notations as in (8.21) and (8.27) we now have
and b
These formulas show that each u is positive for all positive real γ. Now let b be a positive integer. Consider the behaviour of the scalar product (8.31) in the limit (8.32) wherein we put γ = N b + 1. We have for all non-negative integer β, these coefficients are equal as rational functions. Hence the statement of the theorem.
Fock space representation of the affine Kac-Moody algebraŝl N
In this section we review the Fock space representation of the affine Kac-Moody algebraŝl N . This review is to be considered as a preparation to Section 10 where we define a Yangian action on the Fock space and describe how it is decomposed into irreducible Yangian submodules. 9.1. Fock space representation ofŝl N . 9.1.1. The affine Lie algebraŝl N . Let N ≥ 2 and let h be a N + 1-dimensional vector space over Q with basis {h 0 , h 1 , . . . , h N −1 , D}. Let {Λ 0 , Λ 1 , . . . , Λ N −1 , δ} be the corresponding dual basis of the dual space h * . That is
It will be convenient to extend the index set so that Λ i = Λ (i (mod N )) for all integer i. For all i ∈ Z we set α i = 2Λ i − Λ i+1 − Λ i−1 + δ i0 δ, where δ ij = 1 if i − j ≡ 0 mod N and δ ij = 0 otherwise. The N × N matrix α i , h j is the generalized Cartan matrix of type A
N −1 . The associated affine Kac-Moody algebra is denoted byŝl N . It is defined as the Lie algebra generated by D and e i , f i , h i with 0 ≤ i < N subject to the relations
The centre of the algebraŝl N is one-dimensional. It is generated by the element c = h 0 + h 1 + · · · + h N −1 . The Λ i are known as the fundamental weights and the α i as the simple roots of sl N .
Fock space representation ofŝl N .
The space of states F N,n admits an action of the algebraŝl N determined by the assignments
where the indices i are considered modulo N. Let Z ∞ be the set of all semi-infinite sequences k = (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , . . . ) with integer elements k i such that k i = −i + 1 for all but finite number of i ∈ N. The set Z ∞ contains the distinguished sequence o = (0, −1, −2, . . . ). We will call it the vacuum sequence.
The Fock space F is defined as a C-linear space generated by the set of semi-infinite expressions 
Conversely, for each v ∈ F there is a large enough n and v (n) ∈ F N,n such that
For all integer m define the action of e i , f i , h i (0 ≤ i < N − 1) on |m by e i |m = 0, (9.4)
otherwise, (9.5)
Let x be any of the generators e i , f i , h i (0 ≤ i < N − 1). The action of x on the Fock space is then defined by
The Fock space F has two gradings. Letû k be a normally ordered wedge. The homogeneous grading is defined by
And the principal grading is defined by
The action of the degree generator on F is then defined as Dv = − deg h (v)v on any vector v of homogeneous degree deg h (v).
9.2.
Constructions of the Fock space by inverse limits.
Principal construction.
Let the sequence (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n ) be an element of the set L m and m ≥ n, we will use k [n] to denote the element of L (1) n obtained by deleting last m − n elements in k [m] . Recall that the subspace 10) where o [n] = (0, −1, . . . , −n + 1) is the vacuum sequence.
is a partition of length less or equal to n. We define the principal grading on F 
This projection is a surjective homomorphism of linear spaces for all m ≥ n. Moreover if m ≥ n ≥ s it is a bijection.
Let us now form the inverse limit 
provided m ≥ n ≥ s. Let F s be the component of the Fock space F of principal degree s. From (9.13) it follows that the map
does not depend on m as soon as m ≥ s, and for any such m is an isomorphism of linear spaces. Similarly to the principal case, for l ≥ r we define the projection
This projection obviously preserves the homogeneous degree. Let π 
be the component of the Fock space F of homogeneous degree d. From (9.17) it follows that the map
does not depend on r if r ≥ d, and for any such r is an isomorphism of linear spaces. 
Proof. From the definition of the inverse limit F 0, s N it follows that
. Let us choose r to be large enough, so that both of the inequalities r ≥ d and rN ≥ s hold. Then by (9.14) and (9.18) we obtain
which completes the proof.
9.3. Symmetric functions. Let Λ n be the linear space of symmetric polynomials in variables x 1 , . . . , x n . This space has the basis which consists of all Schur polynomials s λ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) labelled by partitions λ of length less or equal to n. The space Λ n is graded. We have
where Λ s n consists of all homogeneous symmetric polynomials of degree s. Schur polynomials s λ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) such that |λ| = s and l(λ) ≤ n form a basis of Λ 
Obviously this isomorphism respects the principal grading of F 0 N,n and the grading of Λ n . Moreover comparing definitions of the projections (9.11) and (9.23) we see that for each s ≥ 0 the map
is an isomorphism of linear spaces. The Fock space F is the direct sum ⊕ s≥0 F s . Recall that for each s ≥ 0 we have the isomorphism of linear spaces F s and F 0, s N by (9.14). From (9.27) it now follows that F with principal grading and Λ are isomorphic as graded linear spaces. Let Ω ∞ : F → Λ be the corresponding isomorphism map. For each partition λ the element of Λ defined by Ω ∞ (û λ+o ) is known as Schur function s λ . Let Π be the set of all partitions. Since the set of normally ordered wedges {û λ+o | λ ∈ Π} is a basis of F, the set of all Schur functions {s λ | λ ∈ Π} is a basis of Λ. Proposition 9.1 entails Proposition 9.2. Let s ≥ 0, and let h = (h n ) n≥0 be a vector in Λ s . Suppose that for each
The space of symmetric functions is isomorphic as a linear space to the polynomial algebra  C[p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . ]. The generators p i (i = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ) are known as the power-sums. For each partition λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . ), the vector p λ ∈ C[p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . . ] is defined by
and define a scalar product on Λ by
The basis of Schur functions is orthonormal relative to this scalar product:
Consider the automorphism
This automorphism is clearly an involution. Its action on the basis of Schur functions is given by
where λ ′ stands for the partition conjugated to λ.
9.4. Jack(gl N ) symmetric functions. Let λ be a partition of s ≥ 0, i.e. |λ| = s. Let
be the Macdonald polynomial labelled by λ. If l(λ) > n we set P λ (q, t)(x 1 , . . . , x n ) = 0. It is well-known that the sequence
is an element of the inverse limit Λ s C(q) = Λ s ⊗ C C(q, t) (see 9.24). In other words P λ (q, t) is a symmetric function of degree s. This symmetric function is called the Macdonald symmetric function.
Introduce on Λ C(q,t) = ⊕ s≥0 Λ s C(q,t) a scalar product by
For each λ which is a partition of s, let
be the corresponding symmetric monomial. We set m λ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = 0 if l(λ) > n. One easily checks that the sequence
is an element of the inverse limit Λ s . It is called the monomial symmetric function.
Proposition 9.3 ([17]
). The set of Macdonald symmetric functions {P λ (q, t) | λ ∈ Π} is the unique basis of Λ C(q,t) which satisfies the following two properties: (a) The transition matrix that expresses these symmetric functions in terms of monomial symmetric functions is upper unitriangular. That is the expansion of P λ (q, t) has the form
with certain coefficients u λµ (q, t) in C(q, t).
(b) Symmetric functions P λ (q, t) are pairwise orthogonal relative to the scalar product (9.37).
Let λ be a partition of s. And let
be the Jack(gl N ) polynomial defined in Section 8.4. If l(λ) > n we set P (γ,N ) λ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = 0. Taking the limit (8.32) in (9.36) we see that
is an element of the inverse limit Λ s . Thus P
is a symmetric function of degree s. We will call it the Jack(gl N ) symmetric function. Now let us introduce on Λ another scalar product. Define
where for each partition λ we set l N (λ) = #{λ i > 0 | λ i ≡ 0 mod N }. This scalar product is the degeneration of the scalar product (9.37) in the limit (8.32).
From the characterization of Macdonald symmetric functions given by Proposition 9.3 we immediately obtain the following characterization of Jack(gl N ) symmetric functions: Let us now mention two other properties of Jack(gl N ) symmetric functions. The first is the explicit formulas for their normalizations with respect to the scalar product (9.43). These formulas are obtained as limiting cases of the well-known formulas for normalizations of Macdonald symmetric functions [17] . For any partition λ and a square s ∈ λ let b Then the normalization of the Jack(gl N ) symmetric function P (γ,N ) λ is given by
Another property is the so-called duality. Introduce the automorphism
The duality for Jack(gl N ) symmetric functions is expressed by the relation
(9.48) Now we will describe an important relationship between the eigenbases of the commutative algebra A(gl N ; β) described by Theorem 7.6 and Jack(gl N ) symmetric functions.
is an element of F
= 0. By Theorem 8.5 for all n ≥ 0 we have
(9.49)
Recall that the sequence
is an element of Λ |λ| , that is a symmetric function of degree |λ|. Of course it is just the Jack(gl N )
. Taking into account (9.49) and Proposition 9.2 we conclude that the sequence 
. (9.52) Proposition 9.2 and (9.49) lead to the semi-infinite analogue of Theorem 8.5:
the isomorphism of the Fock space and the space of symmetric functions defined by the assignment
for all partitions λ.
Yangian action on the Fock space representation ofŝl N
The homogeneous construction of the Fock space F given in Section 9.2.2 allows to define an action of the Yangian Y (gl N ) on F.
The defining relations (5.2) of the algebra Y (gl N ) imply that this algebra is generated by the coefficients of the quantum determinant A N (u) (cf. Proposition 5.2) and the elements T (a, b = 1, . . . , N ) . Recall that for any series
the map ω f : T ab (u) → f (u)T ab (u) extends to an automorphism of Y (gl N ). The effect of this map on the quantum determinant and the generators T
ab is given by
In Section 7 we introduced the Yangian action Y (gl N ; β) on the linear space F N,n . In this section we will denote the generators of this action by T
(s)
ab (β; n) (s = 1, 2, . . . ) and the corresponding generating series by T ab (u; β; n). The explicit forms of T (1) ab (β; n) and T (2) ab (β; n) are 
The first two coefficients of this series are Proof. Since the algebra Y (gl N ) is generated by the elements T
ab (a, b = 1, . . . , N ) and the coefficients of the quantum determinant A N (u), it is sufficient to prove the intertwining relations First we prove the relation (10.11) . Consider the expression (10.16) where k ′ = (k 1 , . . . , k rN ). Therefore we have
Which is equivalent to
ab (β; rN )π r+1,rûk (10.18) because of (10.3) and (10.8). Thus (10.11) is proven.
We come now to the proof of the intertwining relation (10.12). 
Proof. Taking into account the relation (K ij + P ij )A n = 0 we obtain
where for each i = 1, . . . , n :
The operators d i (β) (n) are covariant with respect to the permutation operators K ij . That is
This implies that
ba commutes with A n . Application of A n (K ij + P ij ) = 0 proves the lemma. 
Suppose to start with thatû
for all i = 1, . . . , N. By Lemma 10.4 we now have
(10.23)
Which gives
Now supposeû k ∈ Kerπ r+1,r . Then for all i = rN + 1, . . . , rN + N we necessarily have k i = o i = −i + 1, and hence k i = o i = r + 1. Since k can have no more than N equal elements, we also have k i < r + 1 if i ≤ rN.
By Lemma 4.3(eq.4.9) we obtain
And by Lemma 4.3(eq.4.10) we obtain
Application of Lemma 10.4 and Lemma 10.3 allows to transform the right-hand side of (10.22) and get
where k ′ = (k 1 , . . . , k rN ). This entails
Which is equivalent to 
and o = (0, −1, −2, . . . ) is the vacuum sequence.
Proof. Theorem 7.6, Proposition 9.5 and the definition of the action Y (gl N ; β) given in Section 10.2 give the required statement. In what follows we will consider each partition to be coloured. The set of all coordinate configurations will be denoted by W. If m ∈ W, we may represent m as ((r 1 ) p1 (r 2 ) p2 (r 3 ) p3 . . . ) where r 1 < r 2 < r 3 < . . . , and p i denotes the multiplicity of r i in m. Due to the condition (ii) in Definition 10.9 we have p i ≤ N, and due to the asymptotic condition (iii) we have p i = N for all large enough i. We set l(m) to be equal the maximal i such that p i < N. It is easy to see that for each partition λ the sequence m(λ) = o + λ is a coordinate configuration, and the sequence ǫ(λ) = o + λ is a spin configuration, moreover, the map
defines a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all partitions, Π, and the set W × Σ.
For each partition λ we will call m(λ) (resp. ǫ(λ)) the coordinate (resp. spin) configuration of λ. 
Proof. 11. Yangian action on the basic representation ofŝl N 11.1. The basic representation ofŝl N . Under the action ofŝl N the Fock space F decomposes as [13] :
, and S N is the ideal generated by p kN (k ∈ N). Moreover one has the isomorphisms ofŝl N -modules
where V (Λ 0 ) is the basic representation ofŝl N . Our first goal in this section is to define an action of the algebra Y (gl N ) on the linear space V N starting from the Y (gl N )-action Y (gl N ; β) on the Fock space.
11.2. The projection map and a Yangian action on the basic representation ofŝl N . The projection map π from F onto the linear space V N is defined in the basis of the power-sums {p λ |λ ∈ Π} as follows:
Consider the Yangian action Y (gl N ; β) on the Fock space F. Thus far we have assumed that the parameter β is a positive real number. If we are concerned only with the definition of the action Y (gl N ; β), and not with the decomposition of the Fock space into irreducible Yangian submodules, this assumption is not essential. Indeed, all the results of Sections 10.1 and 10.2 are easily seen to be valid for all β in C\ {0}. In particular taking the limit β → ∞ in Y (gl N ; β) gives rise to a well-defined Y (gl N )-action on the Fock space which we will denote by Y (gl N ; ∞).
The following proposition is obtained as corollary to Proposition 14 in the paper [21] . 
for all v in the Fock space F. Then the assignment
gives rise to a Y (gl N )-action on the linear space V N .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 11.1 and the definition of the projection π.
We will denote by π(Y (gl N )) and π(A(gl N )) the Y (gl N )-action and the action of the maximal commutative subalgebra A(gl N ) ⊂ Y (gl N ) defined by the above proposition.
11.3. Projecting the Jack(gl N ) symmetric functions. An examination of explicit expressions for the coefficients (8.34) shows that these coefficients have no poles at γ = ∞ and γ = 0. Therefore for each partition λ we have well-defined Jack(gl N ) symmetric functions P (∞,N ) λ and P (0,N ) λ . We will now consider the effect of the projection π on these symmetric functions. Recall from Section 9.4 that there is an automorphism of the Fock space defined by
and that we have the duality of Jack(gl N ) symmetric functions expressed by
where for each partition λ
Let ω be the standard involution of the Fock space defined by
This involution clearly leaves the subspace V N invariant. Moreover the definition (11.3) of the projection π and the definition (11.6) of ω γ,N give the equalities
for any f ∈ F.
Proposition 11.4. For any partition λ we have (11.7) and taking into account (11.10) we obtain the required statement.
(ii) The sets {π(P
Proof. (i) Follows from (11.11) since ω leaves V N invariant. The symmetric functions P (0,N ) λ are linearly independent. This implies (ii).
In the sequel for each λ ∈ Π N we will use the notation P (N ) λ defined by
11.4. Yangian decomposition of the basic representation ofŝl N . Each N -regular partition λ is completely determined by its spin configuration ǫ(λ) = o + λ. Moreover, it is straightforward to verify that the map
gives a one-to-one correspondence of sets. Hence one can label N -regular partitions by the corresponding spin configurations which is sometimes convenient to do. 
.
Proof. Set β = ∞ in the statement of Proposition 10.5 and apply the projection π.
When β = ∞, the decomposition of the Fock space into invariant subspaces relative to the action Y (gl N ; ∞) is still described by Proposition 10.11 with the only difference from the case of positive real β that now these invariant subspaces are not, in general, irreducible Y (gl N )-modules. Setting β = ∞ in (10.32) and (10.33) we have is an element of the set W N such that θ(m) = [p 1 , . . . , p l ]. This shows that θ is surjective.
Example 11.11 The coordinate configuration m = ((0) 2 (1)(2) 3 (3) 3 . . . ) is an element of the set W 3 with l(m) = 2. The ribbon which corresponds to this m is 11.5.2. Semi-standard tableaux. In each square of a given ribbon θ inscribe one of the numbers 1, 2, . . . , N. We will call such an arrangement of numbers a semi-standard tableau T of shape θ if the numbers decrease downward along each column and do not increase from left to right along each row. Remark Note that the definition of a semi-standard tableau which we use is different from the usual definition (see e.g. [15] , [17] ) where the inscribed numbers strictly increase downward along columns and do not increase from right to left along rows.
Let n be the length of the ribbon θ, then T is uniquely represented as the sequence (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 , . . . , ǫ n ) where ǫ i is the number inscribed in the ith square along θ counting from the right to the left and from the top to the bottom. Now we have a natural map φ m from the set of semi-standard tableaux of shape θ(m) to the set of spin configurations Σ defined by φ m : (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 , . . . , ǫ n ) → (ǫ 1 , ǫ 2 , . . . , ǫ n , (N, N − 1 The following proposition is proved in [15] . Consider a ribbon θ(m) for some m ∈ W N . Construct a semi-standard tableau by filling all columns of θ(m) with numbers 1, 2, . . . , N so that a column of height n is filled with 1, 2, . . . , n. We will call this tableau the maximal tableau of shape θ(m). This tableau corresponds to the maximal partition ( i.e. the partition of minimal degree |λ|) of the set {λ ∈ Π N | m(λ) = m} and hence the sl N weight of the basis vector labelled by this tableau is maximal in the Yangian submodule V N (m). where the corresponding (colored) 3-regular partition is shown on the right of each tableaux. The tableau (2, 1, 1) is the maximal tableau of shape θ(m).
Irreducibility and Drinfeld polynomials.
Let m ∈ W N and let θ(m) be the corresponding ribbon from the set R N . With this ribbon we associate the unique pair of partitions ν = (ν 1 , ν 2 , . . . ) and µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . ) such that θ(m) = ν/µ and the length of µ (resp. µ ′ ) is less than the length of ν (resp. ν ′ ). Let V ν,µ be the tame Y (gl N )-module associated with the skew diagram ν/µ in the manner described in Section 5.2. We will denote by σ V ν,µ the tame Yangian module obtained from V ν,µ by the pullback through the automorphism σ N defined in (5.6). Lemma 6.2 contained in [15] implies that the dimension of V ν,µ is equal to the number of semi-standard tableaux of shape θ(m) = ν/µ. Hence dimensions of the Yangian modules V N (m) and σ V ν,µ are equal. For a complex number h we denote by σ V ν,µ (h)!! the tame Yangian module obtain ed from σ V ν,µ through the automorphism ξ(h) (5.5). Without loss of generality we may assume that P 
